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The Lowy Institute is an independent policy think tank. Its mandate ranges across all the dimensions of international policy debate in Australia — economic, political and strategic — and it is not limited to a particular geographic region. Its two core tasks are to:

- produce distinctive research and fresh policy options for Australia’s international policy and to contribute to the wider international debate

- promote discussion of Australia’s role in the world by providing an accessible and high-quality forum for discussion of Australian international relations through debates, seminars, lectures, dialogues and conferences.

Lowy Institute Policy Briefs are designed to address a particular, current policy issue and to suggest solutions. They are deliberately prescriptive, specifically addressing two questions: What is the problem? What should be done?

The views expressed in this paper are entirely the authors’ own and not those of the Lowy Institute.
KEY FINDINGS

- China will not agree to a South China Sea Code of Conduct (COC) that is consistent with the 2016 South China Sea arbitral tribunal ruling, and therefore any COC which China agrees with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) will harm Australia’s interests. But a lack of Australian support for such a Code would aggravate relations with Southeast Asian states and ASEAN, and with China.

- Australia should use the time afforded by the drawn-out Code of Conduct negotiations to coordinate with the five littoral Southeast Asian states affected by China’s unlawful maritime claims. Australia should emphasise the need for consistency with international law, especially the 2016 arbitral ruling.

- The Biden administration is likely to increase pressure on Australia to conduct freedom of navigation operations (FONOPS) in the South China Sea. Such action may risk a significant Chinese response against Australia.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What is the problem?

Australia’s current South China Sea policies are under strain from two sides. On the China side, Beijing will not agree to any Code of Conduct that is consistent with the arbitral tribunal ruling it rejects. If the ASEAN member states agree to such a Code of Conduct, Australia cannot support it. On the US side, there is an increasing likelihood that the Biden administration will place more pressure on Australia to conduct freedom of navigation operations (FONOPs) in support of the 2016 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) ruling, forcing Australia to choose between damaging our relations with China or rejecting a request from the United States.

What should be done?

Australia should coordinate with willing Southeast Asian littoral states to influence future Code of Conduct negotiations and encourage states not to sign up to it if the likely Code is not consistent with the 2016 arbitral tribunal ruling.

Australia should not conduct FONOPs in the South China Sea that pass within 12 nautical miles of features claimed by China. Rather, Australia should participate in bilateral and minilateral naval exercises with willing Southeast Asian littoral states in their respective exclusive economic zones in the South China Sea; it should do this more often and more publicly.

Australia should advocate for regular Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) Leaders’ Summits and inclusion of China’s unlawful maritime claims and activities in the South China Sea on the agenda.

These policy adjustments should advance Australia’s interests in strengthening Southeast Asian littoral states’ hands in Code of Conduct negotiations with China, moderate pressure to conduct FONOPs in the South China Sea, and reduce the likelihood and scale of Chinese punitive measures against Australia.
INTRODUCTION

A key test of China’s willingness to accept the current rules-based order is the way it handles its disputes with five Southeast Asian littoral states (Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam) in the South China Sea. China is failing this test as it seeks effective control of the Sea — a vital conduit of international trade.

Over the past decade, China has more aggressively pushed its unlawful ‘nine-dash line’ maritime claims in the South China Sea — an approach that violates the maritime and sovereign rights of these five Southeast Asian littoral states. This poses a direct challenge to Australia’s support for the rules-based order and its “deep stake in the security of Southeast Asia.”

China’s aggressive approach has become a greater concern in Australia’s relations with China, the United States, Southeast Asian littoral states, and ASEAN, since China’s artificial island-building campaign in the Spratlys from 2013. This has made the South China Sea an increasingly important arena for the mounting US–China rivalry.
The United States exercises its freedom of navigation and overflight rights in the South China Sea to contest China’s claims and offer support to Southeast Asian littoral states.

Southeast Asian littoral states have reacted unevenly to China’s escalating aggression in advancing its unlawful claims in the South China Sea, but have mostly sought to defend their sovereign and maritime rights, individually and through ASEAN. At the same time, US FONOPs challenging these Chinese claims have become more frequent and public.

Australia has supported the efforts of its Southeast Asian neighbours, and may be required to do more of this in the coming years. To date, the Australian government has resisted calls to conduct FONOPs that could provoke a punitive Chinese response; Chinese state media has warned that Royal Australian Navy presence operations in the South China Sea are at risk of Chinese attack.4


China’s more aggressive approach has become clearer over the past decade. This began with Chinese patrol boats harassing a seismic survey vessel around Reed Bank on the Philippine continental shelf in the South China Sea in 2011.5 The following year, China forcefully
asserted control of Scarborough Shoal in the Philippine exclusive economic zone in the South China Sea.6

These events led the Philippines to file an arbitration case under UNCLOS against China in January 2013, arguing that China was violating Philippine sovereign and maritime rights in the Philippine exclusive economic zone in the South China Sea. China attempted to avoid the arbitral tribunal by arguing that a system for resolving disputes in the South China Sea already existed through various instruments, including the 2002 China–ASEAN Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (DOC).7

The July 2016 arbitral tribunal ruling upheld the Philippine case against China.8 The tribunal:

- rejected China’s jurisdictional argument, ruling the DOC a political, non-binding agreement which did not exclude other means of dispute resolution;
- acknowledged that the third party interventions of Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia in the proceedings supported the validity of the Philippine case;
- concluded that China had violated the Philippines’ sovereign rights in the Philippine exclusive economic zone in the South China Sea;
- found that there is no legal basis for China to claim historic rights to resources within the ‘nine-dash line’; and
- found that “none of the Spratly Islands is capable of generating extended maritime zones”, and “the Spratly Islands cannot generate maritime zones collectively as a unit”.

The Philippines accepted the UNCLOS ruling as final and binding on the Philippines and China. China rejected it outright.
AUSTRALIA’S POSITION ON THE UNCLOS RULING

On the day of the UNCLOS ruling, Australia called on “the Philippines and China to abide by the ruling, which is final and binding on both parties”.9 Australia has repeatedly reaffirmed this position, as have the Philippines, the United States, and Japan.

The opposing positions of Australia and China on the UNCLOS ruling have been a significant factor in deteriorating Australia–China relations. But Canberra has not stepped back. Australia’s 23 July 2020 Note Verbale to the Secretary-General of the United Nations rejected China’s arguments against the UNCLOS ruling and affirmed its final and binding nature.10

In the now notorious list of 14 Australian behaviours that Beijing claimed in November 2020 are “poisoning bilateral relations”, seventh was that Australia was “the first non-littoral country to make a statement on the South China Sea to the United Nations”.11

Most Southeast Asian states’ responses to the UNCLOS ruling have been less direct and categorical than Australia’s.12 ASEAN, a consensus-constrained body, has not referred to the UNCLOS ruling. That may be because of Prime Minister Hun Sen of Cambodia — leader of the Southeast Asian state perceived as the most closely aligned with China. In 2016, he reportedly labelled the ruling “the worst political collusion in the framework of international politics”, and opposed “any declaration by ASEAN to support the verdict in relation to the South China Sea disputes”.13

These varying responses have created the impression that Australia, the United States, and Japan support the UNCLOS ruling more than the Southeast Asian littoral states that directly benefit from it. But this perception may be changing. Indonesia’s 26 May 2020 Note Verbale to the Secretary-General of the United Nations cited the UNCLOS ruling as confirming Indonesia’s position on “the maritime entitlements of the maritime features”, and that China’s “Nine-Dash Line map implying historic rights claim clearly lacks international legal basis and is tantamount to upset[ting] UNCLOS 1982”.14
On 22 September 2020, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte, during his first address to the United Nations General Assembly, called on China to accept the UNCLOS ruling in the strongest terms he has used. Previously, Duterte had said in December 2016 that he would “set aside” this ruling to improve relations with China.

Regional elite and Philippine public opinion polling also show strong support for the UNCLOS ruling and a COC consistent with it:

- In the ISEAS State of Southeast Asia: 2021 Survey of regional elites, 85 per cent of respondents from the ten ASEAN member states agreed that “ASEAN should take a principled stand that upholds international law, including UNCLOS, and respect the 2016 arbitral tribunal ruling.” In the same report, 100 per cent of Philippine, 91 per cent of Vietnamese, 91 per cent of Indonesian, and 90 per cent of Bruneian respondents agreed. Almost 81 per cent of all respondents agreed that “the COC must be aligned with international law including UNCLOS”;

- In a July 2020 Social Weather Stations poll, 70 per cent of adult Filipinos wanted their government to assert their rights in the West Philippine Sea (the local name for the Philippine exclusive economic zone in the South China Sea), against 13 per cent who disagreed. Four out of five agreed that “The Philippines should form alliances with other democratic countries that are ready to help in defending our territorial rights in the West Philippine Sea.”

More frequent polling on the UNCLOS ruling and the COC in and across the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Brunei is likely to show very similar levels of support for the UNCLOS ruling and a COC based on it. New, corroborated polling data would strengthen the position of littoral states in COC negotiations and pressure their governments not to concede.
AUSTRALIA’S COMING CHALLENGES

The UNCLOS ruling and China’s rejection of it frame two looming challenges to Australia’s South China Sea policies: a possible Code of Conduct in the South China Sea between ASEAN and China (the COC); and the likelihood of increased US pressure on Australia to conduct FONOPs within 12 nautical miles of Chinese-claimed features in the areas covered by the UNCLOS ruling.

COC Challenge

The origin of the COC under negotiation is in China. In 1995, China took control of Mischief Reef, a low-tide feature in the Philippine exclusive economic zone in the South China Sea. This provocative act spurred Southeast Asian littoral states, through ASEAN, to call for a COC with China to lower tensions and the risk of conflict. In 2002, ASEAN and China agreed to the interim DOC that stated:

“The Parties concerned reaffirm that the adoption of a code of conduct in the South China Sea would further promote peace and stability in the region and agree to work, on the basis of consensus, towards the eventual attainment of this objective.”

Negotiations stalled for over a decade until the Philippines filed its arbitration case in January 2013. On 2 April 2013 China announced its willingness to restart “consultations” on the COC. Since the UNCLOS ruling against China, Beijing has pushed for the negotiations to move faster. On 13 November 2018, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang called on the parties “to strive to conclude consultations on a code of conduct in three years’ time on the basis of consensus”.

China’s three-year timeline will not be met. No face-to-face negotiations have taken place since early 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, China’s interest in the COC helps deflect attention away from Beijing’s rejection of this ruling and advances China’s position that the South China Sea disputes do not and should not interest or involve ‘non-regional’ powers like Australia.

The course of COC negotiations since 2013 has reinforced assumptions that China will not agree to any COC that is consistent with the UNCLOS ruling or that will only include issues not covered by the ruling. Instead, they suggest that China will use the COC to counter...
future UNCLOS cases against it in the South China Sea, and undermine the South China Sea interests of ‘non-regional’ powers.

China’s proposed COC text became public in the August 2018 COC “Single Draft Negotiating Text” as agreed between China and the ASEAN member states. Its provisions would prevent all parties from cooperating in marine economic activity with companies from “outside the region”, and would require parties to notify each other of any military exercises with countries from “outside the region” that other signatories could reject.22

China’s recent South China Sea activities are consistent with those provisions — they include ongoing harassment of energy projects involving “companies from outside the region” in the Philippine, Vietnamese, and Malaysian exclusive economic zones in the South China Sea. One example of many is the November 2020 incident in which a China Coast Guard ship “harassed a drilling rig and its supply ships operating just 44 nautical miles from Malaysia’s Sarawak State”.23

Reflecting these developments, Australia’s support for the COC has become more conditional. The Co-Chairs’ Summary of the 32nd ASEAN–Australia Forum on 18 May 2020 states that:

“Australia expressed its expectation that the COC would be consistent with international law including UNCLOS, not prejudice the interests of
third parties, and reinforce and not undermine existing, inclusive regional architecture.”

China’s proposed text for the COC is inconsistent with these Australian expectations. Australia’s interests may therefore be better served by having no COC at all, rather than a COC that China would be prepared to sign.

FONOPs Challenge

After the Philippines filed its arbitration case against China under UNCLOS in January 2013, the United States began to make public its FONOPs that challenge China’s excessive maritime claims in the South China Sea. These have included US warships sailing within 12 nautical miles of low-tide features that China has developed into fortified artificial islands. Under UNCLOS, such features have no territorial seas of their own. As expected, China has castigated these US operations and cited them as a pretext for further militarising its artificial islands. After the UNCLOS ruling, under the Trump administration, these operations became more frequent.

The United States is the only country that has acknowledged conducting these types of operations. Australia resisted the Obama and Trump administrations’ encouragement for other like-minded states to conduct similar operations. Former Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull notes in his autobiography that he “considered undertaking such freedom of navigation operations (FONOPs), but was unsure whether the Americans, under Barack Obama, would actually back us if we did.”

Voices on both sides of the Australian parliament have called for such operations by Australia. The day after the UNCLOS ruling’s release, Australia’s shadow defence minister, Labor Senator Stephen Conroy, called on the Royal Australian Navy to sail within 12 nautical miles of Chinese-controlled low-tide elevations. However, soon after, the Opposition appeared to soften this position.

Advocates for Australian FONOPs extend beyond the parliamentary chamber. On 7 March 2018, former Defence Secretary Dennis Richardson publicly remarked:

“I believe we should be conducting freedom of navigation exercises through territorial seas claimed by China, generated by man-made features. They [China] have the right to be in the South China Sea, but
they don’t have a right to create man-made features and seek to assert territorial waters from those.”

Foreign Minister Bishop responded:

“We will continue to exercise our rights to freedom of navigation, pursuant to international law, as we have always done and we will continue to do so. What we won’t do is unilaterally provoke an increase in tensions in the South China Sea.”

HMAS Ballarat and her embarked MH-60R helicopter operate in the South China Sea Passage. The vessel is part of a regional presence deployment where operations are being conducted with partners across Northeast and Southeast Asia and the Northeast Indian Ocean. Image: LSIS Thomas Sawtell/Defence.gov.au.
The Trump administration, while seemingly unilateralist and dismissive of US alliances, encouraged Australia to conduct FONOPs in the South China Sea. The Biden administration may be more insistent. Because it is more multilateralist and pro-alliances, it will want its allies to do more.

In the first months of the new Biden administration, three of these operations have been made public, suggesting that there will be no let-up in US FONOPs that accord with the UNCLOS ruling. In their 16 April 2021 Joint Leaders’ Statement, US President Biden and Prime Minister Suga of Japan reaffirmed their “objections to China’s unlawful maritime claims and activities in the South China Sea” and their “strong shared interest in a free and open South China Sea governed by international law, in which freedom of navigation and overflight are guaranteed”.

Two senior Biden administration appointees have particular expertise and interest in the South China Sea disputes and may advocate for a more robust US and allied position on these disputes.

Ely Ratner, who worked with Biden when he was a senator and vice president, is Biden’s nominee for Assistant Secretary of Defense for Indo-Pacific affairs and leads the Department’s new China task force. In a 2017 Foreign Affairs article, Ratner argued for a more forward-leaning US policy on the South China Sea and closer cooperation with Australia if China were to deploy advanced military capabilities to its artificial islands in the Spratlys. China has done so.

Kurt Campbell is the first Indo-Pacific Coordinator at the National Security Council. Campbell is a strong supporter of the US–Australia alliance and of allied cooperation in Asia. In 2019, Campbell and Jake Sullivan, now Biden’s National Security Advisor, outlined a future China strategy for the United States “that must start with allies” and seek “a steady state of clear-eyed coexistence [with China] on terms favourable to US interests and values”. Campbell, as Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, was intimately involved in the failed negotiations to stop China taking control of Scarborough Shoal in 2012.

US pressure on Australia to conduct FONOPs within 12 nautical miles of China-claimed land features in the South China Sea, and the debate in Australia about these, is likely to mount in the coming years.
WHAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD DO: POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. **Coordinate statements with Southeast Asian littoral states on Chinese activities inconsistent with the UNCLOS ruling**

   Australia should coordinate with Southeast Asian littoral states that are willing to criticise Chinese activities inconsistent with the UNCLOS ruling, and issue supporting statements. Coordination on statements can be done from Canberra or through Australian missions. Such statements would reinforce Australia’s position on the UNCLOS ruling and Australia’s relations with the infringed-upon Southeast Asian littoral states.

   In March 2021, Australia joined the United States, Japan, the European Union, and Canada in a Philippines-led criticism of the massing of Chinese vessels around Whitsun Reef in the Philippine exclusive economic zone of the South China Sea. China rebuffed these statements of support, describing them as being coordinated and “irresponsible”.34 The more countries issue such statements, individually or in groups, the more effective each will be in reducing the likelihood and scale of Chinese punitive measures against any of them.

2. **Do not conduct FONOPs within 12 nautical miles of Chinese-claimed features in the South China Sea**

   Australia should continue to resist any US pressure to conduct FONOPs and, instead, strengthen other forms of cooperation with the United States on the South China Sea disputes.

   An Australian FONOP would require a change to Australia’s maritime operations doctrine. FONOPs are not one of the thirteen maritime operations identified by the Royal Australian Navy.35 The closest Australian operations to the FONOPs conducted by the US Navy are presence operations. Operation Gateway is Australia’s main program of presence operations in maritime Southeast Asia. Under Australia’s maritime doctrine, presence operations are included in the non-coercive category of diplomatic operations. An Australian FONOP would be hard to classify as such.
Any Australian FONOP in the South China Sea would likely face greater operational risks and lead to greater punitive reactions from China than US operations have. In 2019, Chinese fishing vessels reportedly directed laser beams at Royal Australian Navy helicopters during Indo-Pacific Endeavour presence operations far from any China-claimed land features in the South China Sea. An Australian FONOP should expect to face greater operational risks, and China could impose punitive diplomatic and economic measures on Australia of a greater scale than those facing the country currently.

3. **Conduct and promote more bilateral and minilateral military exercises with Southeast Asian littoral states in the South China Sea**

Australia should instead participate in more and larger bilateral and minilateral military exercises with Southeast Asian littoral states in their respective exclusive economic zones in the South China Sea. These exercises would deepen defence relations with Southeast Asian littoral states and signal Australia and littoral states’ opposition to China’s COC proposal for a notification and rejection mechanism for such exercises.

Southeast Asian littoral states are more actively participating in exercises with ‘non-regional’ powers, of which Australia is a key example. These exercises include Australia’s now regular participation in the annual US–Philippine multi-service *Balikatan* exercises; and the Australia–Vietnam naval exercises during Australian Defence Force’s 2019 Indo-Pacific Endeavour activity.

Recently, the United States, Japan, and Australia conducted trilateral military exercises in the South China Sea and the four Quad countries—Australia, the United States, Japan, and India—participated in a joint exercise in the Philippine Sea. Extending future exercises to include willing Southeast Asian littoral states would send a powerful common message. So would exercises with Southeast Asian littoral states in parallel, but separate from, US–Japan–Australia or Quad exercises in the South China Sea. These would be less sensitive for Southeast Asian littoral states who are wary of ‘annoying’ China and concerned about punitive reactions.
It would be difficult for China to characterise Australian exercises with Southeast Asian states in their respective exclusive economic zones in the South China Sea as an Australian offence against China.

4. Support regular Quad Leaders’ Summits with the South China Sea disputes on the agenda

During the Trump administration, the Quad, made up of Australia, the United States, Japan, and India, was revived and then elevated to foreign minister-level in September 2019. In October 2020, the four ministers met virtually, and again in February 2021. The inaugural Quad Leaders’ Summit was held on 12 March 2021 and an announcement made of “an in-person summit by the end of 2021”. In his opening remarks, President Biden emphasised that this was “the first multilateral summit that I’ve had the opportunity to host as President” and that “the Quad is going to be a vital arena for cooperation in the Indo-Pacific.”

Regional elite polling shows strong Southeast Asian support for the Quad. Responding to the ISEAS State of Southeast Asia: 2020 Survey, 62 per cent of respondents supported their country participating in security initiatives and military exercises organised under the Quad framework, including a majority from each country except Cambodia and Laos. In an earlier, smaller survey, Australian researcher Huong
Le Thu found strong agreement with the statement that “the Quad will contribute to stability and peace in the Indo-Pacific” (55 per cent), with just 14 per cent disagreeing.40

From its conception, the Quad has played an important signalling role to all states in the Indo-Pacific region. The elevation of the Quad to ministerial level two years ago boosted that signal. Elevating the Quad to regular Leaders’ Summits, as now seems likely, would send an even louder signal of cooperation and common purpose; it would be the only mechanism that brings these four leaders together without China also being present.

Including the South China Sea disputes on the Summit agenda would reinforce the members’ shared views on the UNCLOS ruling and the legitimate interests of non-littoral states in the South China Sea. Quad military exercises in international waters in the South China Sea would too. The outcomes of the inaugural Quad Leaders’ Summit included a Quad Vaccine Partnership and a Quad Vaccine Experts Group, a Quad Climate Working Group, and a Quad Critical and Emerging Technology Working Group. The next Summit should announce a Quad Maritime Security Working Group.

**CONCLUSION**

Over the past decade, China’s more aggressive approach to its unlawful claims in the South China Sea has directly challenged core Australian interests and the global rules-based order. In the coming years, Australia will face greater and new challenges in the South China Sea.

To increase support for the pivotal UNCLOS ruling and counter Chinese aggression without inviting a punitive response that singles out Australia, Canberra should step up coordination with Southeast Asian littoral states and put the South China Sea disputes on the Quad leaders’ agenda.
NOTES

Cover image: Chinese dredging vessels are purportedly seen in the waters around Subi Reef in the disputed Spratly Islands in the South China Sea, May 2015. Image: United States Navy / Wikimedia Commons.
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